
Service dogs help many people

Brian Boone, 39, who lost his lower left leg while serving as a soldier in Afghanistan in 2011, holds the leash to Brindle,

his 2-year-old Labrador-golden retriever mix at Home Depot in Irving, Texas, on Sept. 3, 2014. David Woo/The Dallas

Morning News/MCT 

DALLAS — Brian Boone is practicing his silly voice. Boone is a soldier. He lost part of his

leg while serving in Afghanistan.

“Good boy,” Boone says to Brindle. Brindle is a highly trained service dog. Service dogs

help people living with physical and other problems.

Sarah Koch is Brindle’s trainer. She says Boone should sound a little sillier.

“I want you to get a little silly with your praise,” she says. Boone tries again. “Goooooood

booooooooy,” Boone coos. Brindle looks up sweetly at his new master. The 2-year-old dog

seems very pleased with himself.

An unusual partnership brought Brindle and Boone together. It is between a service-dog

group and a health care company.
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The Dogs Help In Many Ways

Canine Companions for Independence will train the dogs. It usually costs $50,000 to train

each service dog. Baylor Scott and White Health is the health care company. The Texas

company will find people who could be helped by a service dog. It will also pay for the

training programs.

There’s a need for service dogs among patients, Joel Allison says. He is the head of the

health care company. More than 25,000 Americans use service dogs.

Some service dogs protect their owners from falls. Other dogs guide people who are blind.

Service dogs are trained to pull wheelchairs. They can even pick up keys from the floor.

Boone was injured in 2011. He could not use his right arm for a year. Some of his strength

has come back. He hopes that working with Brindle will make him even stronger.

The Best Dogs Lift Spirits

The training program for service dogs is hard. Only two out of five dogs finish it. The dogs

are taught at least 40 commands. The ones who make it to Texas are the best of the best.

“Illia. Down. Don’t! Down. Good girl!” Stacey Odom says to Illia, a shiny black dog. Odom

is a special-education teacher. She hopes the dog will help her work with students. “I just

want to cuddle her,” Odom says.

Boone is thrilled with his dog. “Dogs are very soothing,” he says. “Especially these calm

dogs. Just being around them brings your spirit up. That’s hard to beat.”
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Screeners with four paws keep people
safe, cut lines at Atlanta airport

Regal, a beagle on the U.S. Customs and Border Protection canine team, checks bags at the baggage claim area of

Hartsfield-Jackson International Airport in Atlanta, Georgia, Feb. 29, 2016. Regal is trained to sniff out prohibited

agricultural items. Taylor Carpenter/Atlanta Journal-Constitution/TNS 

ATLANTA, Ga. — Before people get on an airplane, they must go through screening

checkpoints. Each person is checked to make sure that he or she is not bringing anything

dangerous onto the airplane. The lines of people waiting to be checked are becoming

longer and longer.

The people who run the Atlanta airport want to fix the problem of long lines. One idea is to

get more dogs to check the passengers. Miley, Jo and Dougie are three dogs that do that

kind of work.

The trained dogs sniff passengers at screening checkpoints. They also sniff their

bags. The dogs are smelling for dangerous things. They have an amazing sense of smell.

They can even smell bombs.
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Dogs On Duty, Shoes Stay On

The Transportation Security Administration is part of the government. It is also called the

TSA. The TSA is in charge of making sure everyone at airports is safe. The dogs give the

TSA a faster way of checking passengers to make sure they are not dangerous. People

who are checked by the dogs might be able to keep their jackets or shoes on. Then the

lines move faster.

Long lines at airports are a big problem. Waiting times at really busy airports can last for

almost an hour.

During the holiday rush, extra dogs were brought in to help at the Atlanta airport. On

really busy travel days, the TSA has to make sure that as many as 88,000 passengers at

the Atlanta airport are safe.

The TSA has five passenger screening dogs at the Atlanta airport. There is Miley, a

chocolate Labrador retriever. Jo is a German shorthaired pointer. Dougie is a yellow

Lab. Balou and Betty are both black Labs.

Some pointed-eared dogs like German shepherds can make people feel scared. The TSA

doesn't use these kinds of dogs.

"Do Not Pet" These Dogs

Each dog works for a half-hour to one hour at the main checkpoint. That is where they

sniff passengers, their bags and the air for the smell of anything dangerous.

It is hard work. After doing it, the dogs are very tired.

The dogs wear belts with “Do not pet” written on them. Being petted distracts the dogs.

Another distraction: other dogs and cats at the airport.

Passengers can bring pets on planes in special carriers. The TSA tells people with pets to

not get in a line if there is a screening dog there. Those passengers must go to

another checkpoint. 

Some people are afraid of dogs. Others just don’t want to be sniffed by one. In that case,

the person handling the dog can make the dog sit as passengers walk by. The dogs can

still sniff the air for things that shouldn't be there.

Training, Tests And Toys

Each team of dogs can cost a lot of money. The money goes to pay the person

who handles the dog. It also costs money to train, take care of and feed the dogs. 

The dogs are trained at an Air Force base in Texas. Not all the dogs make it through the

training. Not every dog is able to do this kind of work.
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The dogs take tests before they start work. They try to find the things in the airport. 

The dogs work for rewards like tennis balls and rubber toys. Their favorite reward? Getting

a “Good boy!” or “Good girl!” from the person who handles them.

When not working, the dogs go home with their handlers. They stay in kennels, which are a

kind of cage. They are not treated like pets. 

If the dogs play all the time at home, then they will not want to work at the airport. For these

dogs, working is fun.
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Dogs sniff out danger at Atlanta's airport

Regal, a beagle on the U.S. Customs and Border Protection canine team, checks bags at the baggage claim area of

Hartsfield-Jackson International Airport in Atlanta, Georgia, Feb. 29, 2016. Regal is trained to sniff out prohibited

agricultural items. Taylor Carpenter/Atlanta Journal-Constitution/TNS 

ATLANTA, Ga. — People who want to go on airplanes sometimes have to wait in long lines.

People can wait for a really long time. They could wait an hour. This is a problem at

airports. An airport is a place where airplanes fly in and out.

Dogs can help lines go faster. The dogs make sure the people who get on airplanes are

safe. 

Amazing Sense Of Smell

The dogs do this by sniffing. The dogs are sniffing for things that should not be there.

Five dogs do this kind of sniffing in Atlanta. The dogs are named Miley, Jo, Dougie, Balou

and Betty.

These dogs sniff the people getting on the airplane. They sniff their bags, too. They are

smelling for things that should not be there. Each dog has an amazing sense of smell.

They can even smell bombs.
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No Petting, Please

It is hard work. After doing it, the dogs are very tired.

The dogs wear “Do not pet” signs. Petting them makes it hard for them to work.

The dogs do not get money. They work for things like balls and toys. They really like it

when they are told “Good boy!” or “Good girl!”

There are times when the dogs are not working. People do not play with them then. They

sleep in kennels. 

The dogs would not work if people played with them too much. Working is fun for these

dogs.
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